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Implementing [PVA + 21, SDG21, AOAG16]. implications [HSvG17, WCS14]. improve [AMA + 20],
DCVM20, McQ12, RMAB15, VKPvV13.

**improved**
[ARD+12, PCMCAC14, SDWA20, SAK17].

**Improvement**
[BM12b, BMCP16, GSB+20, AM20, ABG18, BMP13, BMCP14a, BMCP14b, BMCP15, BCPM19, CKMN15, CMCG+12, CKP15, CG14, CCUP21, CO13, CPMS+14, ECRJFZ13, GPM+12, GP13, HHW12, KK14, KKT12, KKN+19, KJS+13, Kuh15, MBMCP18, MM14, Nia12, Nia15, NEU+19, OKA14, PGAP17, PSMM19, RAS+13, RMP+20, SSA15, SG20, TGE17].

**Improving**
[BM12a, BM13, CDO+13, LYL+12, THP13, VvV14, ZLM+21, dH13, Kos21, MMK16, UFF18].

**imputation**
[AIA20, IAA18b].

**incident**
[VvV14, VvV15].

**incomplete**
[AIA20].

**inconsistent**
[CKS18].

**Increasing**
[LSW13].

**Incremental**
[Kos13, GK13].

**indexed**
[LLLL21].

**indexing**
[CDO+13].

**India**
[SW12].

**Indian**
[CCUP21, SG20].

**indicators**
[GKS+12].

**individual**
[JMCC18].

**inducing**
[TBP+17, ZKK13].

**Industrial**
[BMP13, AY20, BMCP14c, ETT+21, KCH+17, LSW13, LS14, PCCRP21, RL14, SK18].

**industry**
[BCPM20a, CCUP21, CWBC17, GFK+20, MDSSM15, MAL+13, NGvD12, RBE+21, SSA15, SSB+20].

**industry-academia**
[RBE+21].

**inferred**
[MBMR19].

**influence**
[ECRJFZ13, RTCL16].

**influencing**
[JMCC18].

**informal**
[DMS12].

**Information**
[Ano14a, Ano14b, Ano14c, Ano14d, Ano14e, Ano14f, Ano14g, Ano14h, Ano14i, Ano14j, Ano14k, Ano15a, Ano15b, Ano15c, Ano15d, Ano15e, Ano15f, Ano15g, Ano15h, Ano15i, Ano15j, Ano15k, Ano15l, Ano16a, Ano16b, Ano16c, Ano16d, Ano16e, Ano16f, Ano16g, Ano16h, Ano16i, Ano16j, Ano16k, Ano16l, Ano17a, Ano17b, Ano17c, Ano17d, Ano17e, Ano17f, Ano17g, Ano17h, Ano17i, Ano17j, Ano17k, Ano17l, Ano18a, Ano18b, Ano18c, Ano18d, Ano18e, Ano18f, Ano18g, Ano18h, Ano18i, Ano18j, Ano18k, Ano18l, Ano19a, Ano19b, Ano19c, Ano20a, Ano20b, Ano20c, Ano20d, Ano20e, Ano20f, Ano20g, Ano20h, Ano20i, Ano20j, Ano20k, Ano20l, Ano21d, Ano21e, Ano21f, Ano21g, Ano21h, Ano21i, Ano21j, Ano21k, Ano21l, Ano21m, Ano21n, Ano21o, Ano22a].

**Information**
[Ano22b, Ano22c, Ano22d, Ano22e, Ano22f, Ano22g, VvV15, WL16, CG14, LHIE18, PCCRP21, RGRS20, SJA+14, VvV14].

**informed**
[Gal20].

**infrastructure**
[HOD+14].

**infrastructures**
[FHS13].

**inhibitors**
[SS18].

**initiatives**
[CPSGAA20, KKT12, SS18].

**Innovation**
[BMCP16, BCPM19, MBMCP18, NRB13, RDD+12].

**insertion**
[PCL21].

**inspection**
[CKS18, EMRF14, MFCP14].

**INSPEX**
[BRDL21].

**instructions**
[Bor16].

**Integrated**
[HBM+16, BM13, BMM19, ISK15, RDD+12].

**Integrating**
[EMRF14, KTYK16, THP+16, VNM14].

**Integration**
[SKTW14, SGSGYO19, vdGK12, IK17, KLC+14, SG20, WG18].

**Integration-based**
[SKTW14, SG20].

**integration-focused**
[KLC+14].

**intelligence**
[MSK18].

**intensive**
[AAA13, KGW13, OB20, ZPFV14].

**intentional**
[NBD17].

**inter**
[Kos14, MPB16].

**inter-group**
[MPB16].

**inter-system**
[MPB16].

**interaction**
[CSGR17, MPB16, MMPN20, Sun14, WWQ+21].

**interactions**
[DRM21, ECRJVA+18].

**interactive**
[BDGR12].

**interface**
[LLLL21, XBS+21].

**Internal**
[LML+18].

**International**
[KDK13].

**Internet**
[BNBA21, IZJG18].

**interpretation**
[NSDD17].

**interpretive**
[AHKL20].

**interprocedural**
[yCP12].

**interrupts**
[KTHS16].

**introducing**
[OKO+17].

**Introduction**
[BMC18, FKW13, GGPT12, KÔ16, KOPR17, MP16, PKBT16, GW12,
HAE14, HZR16, KLG17, RBM16, Wan21.

Investigating [DGVP21, FAA+17, SVSC20, JWP+16].

investigation [CPR15, JRSS13, KRR+16, KA20, LML+18, PBSA17, ZBGH22].

Involving [Lin15]. IR [CDO+13].


ISO/IEC [LSCP16, MFA12, MM14, MPM+20, PHJ15, SGSGY019, TKS+14, WCS14].

ISO/IEC [LSCP16, MFA12, MM14, MPM+20, PHJ15, SGSGY019, TKS+14, WCS14]. Issue [Ano14a, Ano14b, Ano14c, Ano14d, Ano14e, Ano14f, Ano14g, Ano14h, Ano14i, Ano14j, Ano14k, Ano14l, Ano15a, Ano15b, Ano15c, Ano15d, Ano15e, Ano15f, Ano15g, Ano15h, Ano15i, Ano15j, Ano15k, Ano15l, Ano16a, Ano16b, Ano16c, Ano16d, Ano16e, Ano16f, Ano16g, Ano16h, Ano16i, Ano16j, Ano16k, Ano16l, Ano17a, Ano17b, Ano17c, Ano17d, Ano17e, Ano17f, Ano17g, Ano17h, Ano17i, Ano17j, Ano17k, Ano17l, Ano18a, Ano18b, Ano18c, Ano18d, Ano18e, Ano18f, Ano18g, Ano18h, Ano18i, Ano18j, Ano18k, Ano18l, Ano19a, Ano19b, Ano19c, Ano20a, Ano20b, Ano20c, Ano20d, Ano20e, Ano20f, Ano20g, Ano20h, Ano20i, Ano20j, Ano20k, Ano20l, Ano21a, Ano21b, Ano21c, Ano21d, Ano21e, Ano21f, Ano21g, Ano21h, Ano21i, Ano21j, Ano21k, Ano21l, Ano21m, Ano21n, Ano21o, Ano22a]. Issue [Ano22b, Ano22c, Ano22d, Ano22e, Ano22f, Ano22g, BMP13, FKW13, KLG17, KOPR17, PKBT16, RBM16, Ano13, BCM18, CKR18, CLC14, HAS21, KO16, KDK13, MC14, MAD12, MP16, NSBR12, PP14, RPZ14, SA17]. issues [DGVP21, LM18, MVP12, SN14].

IT-supported [NRB13]. items [ZBGH22].


Java [AAYK20, LSBV16, LSBV17, SAC21, TFPB14]. JavaScript [NSDD17, SVB+17].

joint [PGM21, RBE+21]. journal [CDR12, PF18]. Jsvee [Sir18]. just [HZ14].

just-in-time [HZ14].

Kanban [ALK+17, SDG21]. KASL [GS12]. KASL-II [GS12]. Kelmu [Sir18].

Java [AAYK20, LSBV16, LSBV17, SAC21, TFPB14]. JavaScript [NSDD17, SVB+17].

Java [AAYK20, LSBV16, LSBV17, SAC21, TFPB14]. JavaScript [NSDD17, SVB+17].

just-in-time [HZ14].

Kanban [ALK+17, SDG21]. KASL [GS12]. KASL-II [GS12]. Kelmu [Sir18].

knowledge [BABW12, PPdAPP21, ATR+17, AJP14, CdSdAM16, CCUP21, CPMS+14, CNS14, CNPR13, GS12, LLLL21, NEU+19, RCO20, RHD+16].

label [MAD+14]. Labelling [ZCL+18].

Language [BZ21, dGNA+16, HAN22, SN22].

languages [Ano21p]. LAPP [RAS+13].

Large [Kos14, ASA+20, AHH17, AAA13, DRM21, KHR18, KCH+17, KRG+13, LSBV16, LSBV17, MPB16, PRNR14, Pot16, SSM21, SSL15, SJA+14, TUF20, WKB+15].

Large-scale [Kos14, ASA+20, SSM21, WKB+15]. late [BKZ13]. latent [EKG18]. law [SP22].

laws [GBRH014, GG14]. Layer [OB17]. LDA [BHL16]. lead [WKB+15]. leakage [LHA+16].


Lehman [GG14]. Lessons [MFA12, MMJB16, SW12, BMCP16, CRP14, NGvD13, RGS+15, RBFM15, VPK+V13].

Level [RMOP20, ETT+21, SKWD15, TST17, UIK20]. levels [GCMS14]. leverage [NRB13]. leveraged [BMCP14b]. LHV [Ano21b].

library [TFPB14]. life [AOAG16, MPM+20, SDWA20, Sch12, ZP12].

life cycle [ZPW12]. lifecycle [NSBR12].

lifetime [Ano21s, BPKZ16]. light [RAS+13]. light-weight [RAS+13].
lightweight [CC13]. limit [CLMZ13]. line [HOD+14, KFT16, LHIE18, NBD17, OMT12]. linear [AL15]. lines [BSEA14, BSB16, CGN17, Gal20, QVR+21].

linguistic [MVP12]. Linux [NH14, WYW+13, WG18]. literal [PCL21].


matter [GKS+12, GA15]. Maturity [CG14, KJ14, SKTW14, ASG18, GdOK18, GGPT12, GGG12, GCMS14, HHW12, Kos21, PPdAPP12, RMOP20, SVK+14, SG20, TST17]. MDE [ABQO14]. MDE-based [ABQO14]. MDevSPICE(R) [LCM+15, LMC16]. mean [RL14].


Methodology [CMCG+12, BCC+15, FPA17, KST14, PRGP12]. methods [AG21, AAJE13, BRDL21, BGM18, CMQ+20, EI18, FQA17, HHW12, LSVB16, LSVB17,
PJS+17, QBO+13, RGS+15, RK18b, SAC21, TKK+21, ZW+20, ZKN+21, ZHC+18.
Metrics [Bo13, VC+21, AVC20, CS13, EAK13, KFY13, MRJ20, MA+13, PGAP17, SVSC20, Sha15, SA+16, SAC21].

migrating [FHS13]. migration [NGvD13, RL14, RL15, SV20]. migrations [TFPB14]. milestone [ZWW+20]. minds [RTCL16]. mined [LLLL21]. Mining [BCD16, GRK17, yCP12, JGHA14, JPW+17, PJ17, RA15, SKTW14, UTZ13, ZTGG16].
model-based [BSEA14, GGBEM18, UIK20].
model-driven [AMH15, Ano21p, BJF12, DP15, HD17].

Modell [KFT16]. modelling [AHK10, CS19, FZW+18, PMT20, RLR21]. models [ABB14, AG21, Ano21t, DS17, HAN18, HNW12, KTYK16, KLC+14, NL18, PJ17, PCCRP21, RRDPD+13, VMSH13, YT22, ZKJ12]. modern [KJS+13].

nonfunctional [SGD+13], nonlinear [Wan21], nonradial [Ano21t], nonterminating [WZ17], normalization [BL15]. Norway [SDWA20], Norway-based [SDWA20]. noun [CDO+13], noun-based [CDO+13]. nuclear [CDO+13], noun-based [CDO+13].


Practical [BGV18, RAS+13, RBFM15]. practice [EAD17, GGGEM18, GdOK18, MGW+17, OKA14, PA14, SKTW14, SZ12, UWKRS21].

Practices [KHR18, BABW12, CWBC17, HGGASVD14, JW12, MPS+16, MGUA14, MMC14, RAM+22, RK18a, SSA15, TWFF18].

Practitioner [ALK+20], practitioners [BKS+17]. Pred [IAA18a], predict [EAK13]. Predicting [Ano21s, APL+14, SAC21]. prediction [AG21, Ano21a, Ano21u, BEB21, CMQ+20, ETT+21, LHEG18, SLL+21, YZT22, ZHC+18, ZLW22]. predictions [KTYK16].

Predictive [HMB22]. predictors [TUF20].

Preface [KR15]. prefactoring [SLHS18].

principle [SKTW14]. prioritization [BLGZ18, KMB17, KH21, KKK+21, LYL+12]. prioritize [ASK+21, SLHS18].

Prioritizing [SKK+18, Yag18]. proactive [RCO20]. probabilistic [NL18].

probability [CS19]. problems [KJ14, KKT12, MVP12, RF16].

Process [BM12b, BMCP15, BMCP16, GSB+20, Jun12, PK14, RDD+12, RRDPD+13, SKTW14, SZ12, VBMH22, Abu16, AMA+20, AKKM20, ASK+21, AKM+21, ABB14, ABQQ14, AM20, ADH20, ABG18, Bab12, BHZK12, BMM19, BKS+17, BJF12, BMP13, BMCMP14a, BCM14b, BCPM19, BCPM20b, BS16, CKMN15, CMCCG+12, CKP15, CG14, CCUP21, CO13, CLMZ13, CNS14, De 15, De 16, DMS12, DS17, Dow14, ECRJFZ13, Gall20, GGGEM18, GPM+12, GP16, GP13, GdOK18, GGPPT12, HAN18, HD17, HHW12, HLW15, JMR18, JN12, KK14, KLC+14, KKT12, KKN+19, KS20, KA20, KHZ21, KBH17, KJS+13, Kos21, KMP22, Kuh15, KFT16, KFYI13, LCM+15, LMC16, LYL+12, LHA+16, Lin15, aRL21, LLT20, MBMCP18, MV14, MA12, Nia12, Nia15, NEU+19, NSBR12, OMTR12, OKA14, PCCP14, PJ16, PSM19, RAS+13, RMAB15, RF16, RLR21, SDWA20, SGSGYO19].

process [SL20, Sch12, SN14, SV21, SGAP14, SKK+18, SG20, SBPS12, Stu12, THP+16, UC12, VMCN20, WCS14, WPXZ13, WWQ+21, ZKJ12, ZRB+14, ZWK18, ZYW+20, HAN22, PF18, CDR12].


product [BSEA14, CGN17, GGPIT12, HOD+14, HBH12, JPVdW+17, LHI+18, NBD17, OMTR12, PBDJ16, QVR+21, RDD+12, UWKRS21].

Production [NSDP15, SPC16, TMDE21]. productivity [AN17, AN18, GWA15, HOJ15].

products [BPKZ16, KGW13, SW12].

profi [MCL+18, MPM+20]. profiling [HBH12].

Program [GAA18, RBM16, BMC18, KKI4, KFYI13, MM14, PA16, San14, Si18, WZ17, WSB14, ZKK13]. programme [MAF12].

programming [AAJE13, yCP12, LLLL21].

programs [MdlRT19]. progressive [PBSA17]. Project [AN18, AHA17, ADH20, Ano21a, Ano21t, AN17, CMQ+20, Dow14, GBRHO14, MGUA14, MMJB16, MM14, NMA20, PCP18, PCMCA14, Pri12, RGS+15, RBE+21, SDWA20, SSB+20, dSPT+12].

projects [AAM+20, AHA17, AIA17, BM21, BCSS18, CKMN15, Cap13, CN12, DFGP18, GKS+12, JWP+16, JMCC18, LMdVT+12, dSLBF15, NPLP12, PGAP17, PFdAPP21, PNL12, QB21, RCL19, SS21, SAC21, Yag18, dSV+22].

PROMETHEE [El 18]. promotion [TWFF18]. prone [AAYK20, EAK13]. proneness

qualitative [EAD17, LHR18]. Quality [GKS+12, RMP+20, YT22, CN12, GLL+21, HBB12, JWP+16, LML+18, MRJ20, MDV+18, MAL+13, NBD17, Pot16, SSA15, UFF18, VMSH13, WWKC18, YFL+22, ZKZH14]. quality-centric [NBD17]. quantification [ADCG12]. Quantifying [EKV15, Bol13, EAK13]. Quantitative [Ano21t, Gal20, LHR18]. quantum [HMB22]. questions [Ano21c].


Requirements [DFGP18, ARD+12, AMA+20, AMH+20, ASACG13, AL17, AHC21, BCPM20a, CKG15, GGPT12, HZ14, HBM+16, JRSS13, JN12, KLI20, KA20, KST14, KMH+15, LHA+16, OFAT+18, PGCMA15, PVA+21, SDWA20, SL20, TNL+17, WCS14, WKB+15, dGNA+16, dGNFAT17].


Requirements [DFGP18, ARD+12, AMA+20, AMH+20, ASACG13, AL17, AHC21, BCPM20a, CKG15, GGPT12, HZ14, HBM+16, JRSS13, JN12, KLI20, KA20, KST14, KMH+15, LHA+16, OFAT+18, PGCMA15, PVA+21, SDWA20, SL20, TNL+17, WCS14, WKB+15, dGNA+16, dGNFAT17].
semantics [WZ17], sensitive [ARSH16],
sensitivity [Jun12, LHA+16], sentence [MLM16], sequence [GAA18, LCMCPA15, SN22, YYF+22],
series [HH12, RHL15], Service [BMCP16, UC12, ARD+12, AMB18, Ano21p, AYB+18, BCPM19, MKMW18, NGvD13, RLR21, Sch12, UTZ13, VvV15, WRC+13], service-oriented [ARD+12, RLR21], Services [BM12b, ARD+12, BH16, EKP18, PCdGCP13, PGM21], set [LHEG18], setting [ETT+21, HD17], settings [HLP15, LS19], SFLA [GA20], SFLA-based [GA20], shared [BMCP14c], sharing [BABW12, CCUP21, GS12, LHEG18, VvV15], similar [SBPS12], Similarities [Cap13], similarity [PCCP14], Simple [ARSH16], Simplified [YZZ22, MFCP14, PB17], Simplifying [NBCM17], Simulation [CLMZ13, BHZK12, BKS+17, GP16, OCSCSBDBP20, ZRB+14], simulator [MVP12], since [OKA14], single [KRR+16], single-objective [KRR+16], sites [AHC21], situation [PKY14], situation-aware [PKY14], size [LLT20], sized [LCMCPA15], sizes [SP22], Skills [SRSEGA14, ISK15, MDSSMS15, RDD+12, TWFF18], slicing [ACM+14, HF12, KFY113, WZ17], SLOC [LSBV16, LSVB17], SLR [ASA+20, KKK+21], small [Abu16, ABG18, CG14, ECRJFZ13, ECRJFZ16, GPM+12, LS19, LCMCPA15, MPS+16, MPM+20, PRGP+12, SG20], smaller [BPKZ16], smart [AVC20, PKY14], SME [BABW12], smell [AAG21, MRJ20, RA15], smells [MAMNH19, OKÖ+17, SLHS18, SAPF22], SMEs [Abu16, CO13, SS18], Snapshot [BMCP14c, TPB+17], SOA [RL15], Social [AHC21, MSB+14, AY20, CPMS+14, ECRJVA+18, NMA+17], sociocultural [GSB+20], Software [AAG21, AL17, Ano21u, BM12b, BMCP14b, BMCP16, DS17, FKW13, HOJ15, IK17, aRL21, MPS+16, McQ12, MAL+13, PF18, PCdGCP13, PDP18, PB16, RA16, TFAL21, VBMH22, WWKC18, ZRB+14, ZHC+18, ZLW22, AAM+20, AIA20, ASA+20, ARD+12, ATR+17, ALK+17, AY20, AHA17, AMH+20, ASK+21, AKM+21, AOAG16, ASG18, ABB14, AM20, AHKL20, ADH20, ALK+20, AG21, ABG18, AL15, A121, Ano13, Ano21b, Ano21a, Ano21q, Ano21t, Ano21v, AUK22, AGM22, AAA13, AN18, Bab12, BW18, BM12a, BHZK12, BH16, BJB2M1, BSEA14, BPKZ16, BMP13, BMCP14a, BCPM19, BCPM20a, BCPM20b, BSB16, BGM18, Bor16, BDB+18, BCSS18, Cao12, CDF13, CDO+13, CR18, CPR15, CC13, CN12, CDMSNdCM+14, CD19, CAKA21, CKG15, CS19, CS13, CKS18, CG17, CCUP21, CO13, CLMZ13, Dow14, ETT+21, E1A19, EAK13, ECRFZ13, software [ECRJFZ16, FDM+18, FQA17, FPA17, FHS13, GPM+12, GP16, GFK+20, GP13, GS18b, GA20, GKHE18, Ghe17, GJC+18, GdOK18, GBROH14, GKS+12, GWA15, GD21, HAN18, HH12, JBH13, HB16, HSvG17, HAS21, HLP15, HBM+16, HIA19, HLWL15, HCL+17, IAA18a, IA18b, IH17, JGHA14, JWP+16, JIvdW+17, JI12, JMCC18, JN12, KGP12, KTY16, KKT12, KO16, KKN+19, KA20, KH21, KGW13, KCH+17, KR15, Kos21, KMP22, KRG+13, Kru13, Kuh15, KFT16, KFY113, KO13, LSW13, LMB12, LP17, Lamdvt+12, LCMCPA15, LFT19, LCM+15, LMC16, LYL+12, LS122, Lin15, LIIW18, LHEG18, dSLBF15, LHIE18, MKA20, MBD+22, MV1P20, MG1A14, MPB16, BMCP18, MJ14, MDSSMS15, MGN18, MADM12, MFPC14, MA20, MP16, MAMNH19, MPM+20, NXC13, Nia12, Nia15, NMA+17, NSDP15, NPLP12, ND20, NBF18, OEC17, OMTR12, OKA14], software [OB20, Ost14, OTM18, PL14,
PGCMA15, PJW17, PA14, PBSA17, PKY14, PRNR14, PPdAPP21, PRGP12, PNL12, PK14, PSMM19, PUWS21, Pri12, QVR +21, RPZ14, RYA +21, RLMC19, Raj18b, RCL19, RMOP20, RMAB15, RK18a, RK18b, RC020, RF16, RTCL16, RPV12, RBE +21, RBG15, RLTTC14, RMCLGAM14, RHL15, RFM16, SS21, SDWA20, SKWD15, SVSC20, SK18, SRSEGA14, SSKTW14, SGSGYO19, SAM13, SPC16, SSA15, SKK +18, SJA +14, SS18, SP22, SAEH16, SLL +21, SG20, SW12, SV20, SBPS12, SAC21, SG17, TP21, TGE17, TUF20, TWL +21, TWF18, THP +16, THP13, UWGP15, VKpV13, VKC +21, Wan21, Yag18, YZT22, YAMM22, YFL +22, YT22, ZKJ12, ZKZH14, ZW18, ZWY +20, dSPF +12, dGNFAT17, dSVB +22, GSB +20, HOD +14, OCCSBDBP20, RRDPD +13, CDR12. software-intensive [AAA13, OB20]. solution [ETT +21, GGGBEM18]. solutions [BW18, CdSmAD16, KJ14, KKT12, MVRP20, UWGP15]. Source [BHLO16, AVC20, Ano21s, AM16, Cap13, CLC14, DRM21, DRGP13, HZ14, KMH +15, KFY13, LGS +17, MLM16, NXC13, NBCM17, QB21, RCO20, SAPF22, SAK17, Wan21, YT22, KLG17]. Sources [WL16]. sourcing [UC12]. Space [PB16].


Support [IAA18b, GP16, HB16, KTHS16, KL18, KMH+15, LHEG18, dSLBF15, NSDP15, NGAE22, RMAB15, SKTW14, SCH12, THP13, WRC+13, ZCL+18, ZPW12, dGNFAT17]. supported [Bab12, NRB13].

Supporting [CKG15, KLC+14, Stu12, VKPvV13, ADH20, MSB+14]. survey [DRGP13, FMR13, LM18, MPS+16, MANN19, SK18, SAM13]. survivability [ZBGH22]. survival [SPC16].

Sustainability [OFAT+18, CGN17, LP17, SL20].


synthetic [Ano21u]. SysML [MCL+18].

System [BMC16, ASACG13, AAA13, BCPM19, CYK20, Kos14, arL21, MBMC18, MBMR19, NH14, PRNR14, SGG+13, THP+16, VKPvV13, dHL13].

Systematic [KA20, AAG21, AJP14, AHC21, AGM22, BNBA21, BGM18, BDB+18, CdMSNdCM+14, GAA18, JbAPT18, JW12, JPW+17, LLSA22, LHIE18, MKA20, MPPN20, MdIERT19, PTK13, PDP18, RL15, RBG15, RRDPD+13, SK18, VKC+21, YT22, ZIDM21, ZKN+21, dSPF+12, dSVB+22].

systematization [Kuh15]. SystemC [NL18]. Systems [BM12b, KDK13, dSLBF15, MCL+18, RRDPD+13, SDG21, BW18, BM12a, BM13, BZ21, BGV18, BMS21, BGM18, BO21, CPR15, CYK20, DP15, FHS13, GdSC21, HF12, HAS21, HBM+16, HMMR18, JN12, KRG+13, LSW13, MSBE20, MA12, OB20, OCCSDBB20, PNT20, PCCRP21, PRNR14, PDP18, RPZ14, RGRS20, RMP+20, SJA+14, SLMW21, TNLJ+17, TMDE21, UFF18, Wai18, ZIDM20, ZIDM21, ZPFV14, vdGK12]. Systems-of-systems [MCL+18, GdSC21].


Taxonomy-based [RLMC19].

teaching [De 15]. Team [SSM21, ECRJVA+18, GJC+18, GJ20, RMOP20, SRSEGA14]. Team-external [SSM21].

teams [ASA+20, BCSS18, PA14, Pri12]. teamwork [RLTTC14].

Technical [SN14, CN12, CWBC17, HBM+16, KTHS16, MB17, TAF21, ZBGH22].

technique [Ano21u, EKG18, GJC+18, KMB17, RAS+13]. techniques [AAG21, Ano21r, GDAG13, MPPN20, MBMR19, MANN19, PPPdG20, RA15, dGNA+16]. technology [BBB+18, CPSGAA20, HD17].

TeLESM [OB17].

temporal [BGV18, LWY+16].

term [HSvG17]. terminological [HGB21].

test [BLGZ18, EMRF14, GA20, GRK17, Hou14, KMB17, MPPN20, PPPdG20, QBO+13, RAM+22, SN14, SBPS12, UY13, UIK20, vdGK12, SBPS12]. test-and-fix [Hou14].

test-to-code [QBO+13]. Testing [BPKZ16, MdIERT19, AMH15, AMB18, CS19, FDM+18, FQA17, GP16, GFK+20, HH12, JSU+22, KMB17, LSR16, LYL+12, RLMC19, SKWD15, SGAP14].

TestSPICE [SN14]. text [DRW14, PJS+17, ZTGG16].

text-based [DRW14]. textual [HGB21].

their [PF18].
[BO18]. themes [BMCP14a]. theory [BPKZ16, NPLP12]. There [TPB+17]. these [MVP12]. Things [BNBA21].
Thinking [SDG21, RTCL16]. Three [OB17, BCSS18, PJ16]. Three-Layer [OB17]. thresholds [Sha15]. throughout [AOAG16, KKW18].
tier [CLAD17]. Time [RHL15, HH12, HZ14, LHA+16, THP+16, WKB+15]. time-series [HH12].
timed [SNP22]. times [DRM21].
TIPA [CRP14]. TMAP [PJS+17].
tolerance [LAF+18]. tomorrow [RPZ14].
tool [ABB14, ADFT16, CsZZ+13, CPMS+14, GPM+12, NSDP15, SV21, ZWW+20].
tooled [KLC+14]. tools [Bor16, MDSSMS15, NPLP12, PJ16]. top [AAA13].
top-down [AAA13]. Topics [BM12b]. topological [HMMR18]. TOPSIS [KKK+21, RAM+22]. Toshiba [OKA14].
trace [MAD+14]. traceability [AOAG16, CDO+13, CC13, CAKA21, DHH+16, HZ14, KMH+15, QBO+13, RBFM15, TWL+21, TRC+17].
traces [NHMTL17]. tracing [San14]. traditional [ECRJVA+18, PSMM19, dGNA+16]. traffic [HMB+18]. train [MVP12]. trajectory [JPV+17].
transaction [QBB21]. transfer [BDB+18]. transferring [SW12].
transformable [ZKJ12]. Transformation [SNP22, B021, ECRJVA+18, OB20, RRL22, SKWD15, Sha15, SGD+13].
transformations [FTW16, NBCM17, PB17, WSB14].
Transition [HOD+14, ARD+12].
trustworthy [BHZK12, Cao12, FDM+18, MA12, ZKJ12].
TuneR [Bor16]. tuning [Bor16]. tutorials [ND20]. two [BABW12, RTCL16]. types [PJ16].
UML [MMPN20, MAMN19]. Uncovering [CGN17, MB17]. understandability [DCVM20].
Understanding [DRM21, ECRJFZ21, JPW+17, LLSA22, PCMCAC14, Mq12, XNC13]. unified [CS19].
unifying [SGAP14]. unit [GRK17, OCSCDBBP20, UIK20]. unit-level [UIK20]. university [De 15].
unofficial [SG20]. unsupervised [SL+17]. unusual [GFKH18]. update [BIBM12, CKG15].
Updating [GL+20, SAM13]. upgradation [Ano21q]. usage [Ano21v, CdSDAm16, EAD17, GRK17, NPLP12, SWT+16, ZKN+21]. Use [TG20, AN17, BGM18, DS17, KFT16, MKA20, MLC14, MKMW18, MBMR19, RCL19, ZWW+20]. used [DT18]. Use [VBMH22, DGVP21, GLL+20, GD21, KIWA20, Lin15, XBS+21].
user-centered [GD21]. user-reported [DGVP21]. uses [IZJG18]. Uses [RRDPD+13]. Using [CPMS+14, HCL+17, MBMR19, RK18b, SAC21, AKM+21, AI21, Ano21p, APL+14, BM13, BCC+15, BKS+17, BEB21, BAAO+20, BCD14, CKP15, CNP13, Dow14, El 18, GKE14, GK13, GDA13, JWP+16, KLC+14, KS20, Kos14, KRG+13, KFYI13, KO13, LAF+18, MGUA14, MRJ20, MSK18, MMPN20, MCL+18, MPM+20, NBD17, PVA+21, PGAP17, RAM+22, SJG+14, SNP22, SKK+18, Sha15, SAEH16, SGD+13, SKR15, UY13, Yag18]. utilization [YFL+22]. UWA [BCD13].

REFERENCES

[AFT16]. vector [IAA18b]. vehicles
[HMB18]. velocity [ASG18, PCMCAC14]. vendor [AMA20, KHZ21]. vendors
[IK17, RK18a, RK18b, SK18]. verbal
[FPA17]. verification
[BEB21, BGV18, FZW18, LWY16, NL18]. verified [GDJ18]. versa [ARD12].

vendor [AMA20, KHZ21]. vendors
[IK17, RK18a, RK18b, SK18]. verbal
[FPA17]. verification
[BEB21, BGV18, FZW18, LWY16, NL18]. verified [GDJ18]. versa [ARD12].

verified [GDJ18]. versa [ARD12].
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